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ABSTRACT
Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) is gaining popularity in task-
offloading problems because it can adapt to dynamic changes and
minimize online computational complexity. However, the various
types of continuous and discrete resource constraints on user devices
(UDs) and mobile edge computing (MEC) servers pose challenges to
the design of an efficient DRL-based task-offloading strategy. Exist-
ing DRL-based task-offloading algorithms focus on the constraints
of the UDs, assuming the availability of enough storage resources
on the server. Moreover, existing multiagent DRL (MADRL)–based
task-offloading algorithms are homogeneous agents and consider
homogeneous constraints as a penalty in their reward function. In
this work, we propose a novel combinatorial client-master MADRL
(CCM_MADRL) algorithm for task offloading in mobile edge com-
puting (CCM_MADRL_MEC) that allows UDs to decide their re-
source requirements and the server to make a combinatorial decision
based on the UDs’ requirements. CCM_MADRL_MEC is the first
MADRL approach in task offloading to consider server storage ca-
pacity in addition to the constraints of the UDs. By taking advantage
of the combinatorial action selection, CCM_MADRL_MEC has
shown superior convergence over existing benchmark and heuristic
algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Task offloading in MEC has become an attractive solution to meet
the diverse computing needs of UDs [4] by distributing compu-
tational tasks between UDs and MEC servers. DRL has recently
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gained popularity in task offloading due to its advantage in reduc-
ing online computational complexity [11] and adapting to dynamic
changes [7]. However, the existence of various types of resource
constraints on UDs and MEC servers and the combination of dis-
crete, continuous, and combinatorial action spaces pose challenges
to the design of an efficient DRL-based task-offloading strategy.
UDs have limitations such as finite battery life and limited com-
putational capabilities [6, 12], as well as quality of service (QoS)
requirements such as latency. Similarly, MEC servers come with
storage constraints. DRL techniques, such as the deep Q network
(DQN), have yielded encouraging results by modeling the task of-
floading problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) with a deep
neural network (DNN) for the function approximation [8]. However,
due to the curse of dimensionality, DQN is insufficient for learning
with large discrete action spaces [1] and a combination of continuous
and discrete action spaces [13]. Although multiagent deep determin-
istic policy gradient (MADDPG)-based task-offloading algorithms
can handle continuous action spaces, the representation of discrete
and continuous action spaces still poses a challenge [5, 13]. Despite
the advances of MADRL in task offloading, such as cooperative
offloading decisions [10] and mixed continuous and discrete ac-
tion spaces [5, 13], most existing MADRL-based algorithms still
formulate the constraints as a penalty in their reward function.

The main contributions of this work are fourfold.

• We propose a novel CCM_MADRL algorithm for task of-
floading in MEC with various types of constraints at the UDs,
the wireless network, and the server. Client agents are de-
ployed at the UDs to decide their resource allocation, and a
master agent is deployed at the server to make combinatorial
decisions based on the actions of the clients. The constraints
of the UDs are considered as a penalty in the reward of the
client agents whereas the channel and storage constraints are
considered in the combinatorial decision of the master agent.

• We contribute to dimensionality reduction by avoiding the
number of sub-channels from the state and action spaces
and considering it as a constraint in the combinatorial action
selection.

• This is the first DRL-based task offloading algorithm to con-
sider combinations of continuous and discrete resource con-
straints on UDs, the communication channel, and the storage
capacity of the server.

• We develop different heuristic benchmarking methodologies
and perform a numerical analysis to determine the efficacy of
the proposed algorithm.
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The details of the system model and the formulation of the prob-
lem are provided in the supplementary material 1

2 COMBINATORIAL CLIENT-MASTER
MADRL ALGORITHM FOR TASK
OFFLOADING IN MEC

Task offloading is a cost-minimization problem that includes time
and energy consumption. We convert the cost minimization problem
into a reward maximization problem and apply CCM_MADRL_MEC.
The formulations of cost minimization and reward maximization are
presented in the supplementary material. The states and actions of
the client and the master agents are presented below.

2.1 State
The state S

(
t
)

of the MEC environment at time t, which includes the
set of the states of the UDs, is described as S

(
t
)
= {Sn

(
t
)
}, ∀n∈N

where n is a UD and N is the set of UDs. The state of a UD, Sn
(
t
)
,

is characterized by five components: task state Stask
n

(
t
)
, normalized

channel gain state Sgain
n

(
t
)
, power transmission budget Spow

n
(
t
)
,

local resource allocation budget Sres
n

(
t
)
, and battery state Sbattery

n
(
t
)
.

At the beginning of each time step, the UDs make decisions
about their resource allocations using client agents. Then, the SDN
controller collects information about the state and action of the UDs
and performs one of the following three procedures using a master
agent: 1) for the UDs that decide to process a task locally, the server
does not interfere. 2) if the number of UDs that propose to offload
their tasks is greater than the number of sub-channels or if the sum
of the sizes of their tasks is greater than the capacity of the storage
capacity of the server, the server makes a combinatorial decision
on which of the requests of the UDs to approve and which of them
to reject. The rejected tasks are processed by their UDs. 3) If the
proposed requests are less than the constraints, the server accepts all
of them. Finally, sub-channels are assigned to accepted UDs, and
then the task offloading and processing process starts.

Existing DRL-based task offloading algorithms, such as [10] and
[5], included the number of sub-channels in their state and action
space. However, the sub-channels have equal transmission capacity
from the perspective of a UD. By restricting the use of a channel
to only one UD at a time, we excluded channel information from
the state and action space and considered them as a constraint in the
combinatorial action selection. Note that a channel can be reused
by multiple UDs one after the other. The actions of the client agents
and the master agents are described below.

Client actions: At each time step, each client agent produces three
actions, which are continuous valued between [0, 1] inclusive, that
decide the task offloading decision by the client n (if xc,n

(
t
)
< 0.5

then processes locally; otherwise the decision is proposed to be
decided by the master agent) xc,n

(
t
)
, the transmission power pc,n

(
t
)
,

and the resources allocation of local computation fc,n
(
t
)
.

Master action: The master agent makes a combinatorial decision
on the client agents whose xc,n

(
t
)
≥ 0.5, about which of them should

be accepted for processing by the MEC server and which of them
should be processed locally.
1https://eprints.soton.ac.uk/486925

Figure 1: Comparison of the CCM_MADRL with the heuristic
and MADDPG algorithms

In the classical MADDPG [9], the critic has a single Q-value for
the combined state and action pair of all actors. The master agent in
the CCM_MADRL_MEC applies the coalition action selection ap-
proach in [2] by modifying the critic part of the MADDPG algorithm
to compute the relative Q value of each client, but uses per-action
DQN [3] instead of a transformer neural network.

3 RESULTS
We compare our algorithm with MADDPG and heuristic algorithms.
The heuristic algorithms differ from CCM_MADRL_MEC in that,
instead of training a master agent to make combinatorial decisions
about the decisions of the clients, they make decisions based on
the order of shortest offloading time and deadline/size. A detailed
description of the experimental setting and exhaustive experimental
results are available in the extended supplementary material. As seen
in Figure 1, the CCM_MADRL algorithm has performed better than
the benchmarks, because once the client agents choose their action,
the master agent makes a combinatorial decision on the action of the
clients.

4 CONCLUSION
We propose a CCM_MADRL_MEC, that considers various con-
straints at the UDs, sub-channels, and server. By combining the
advantages of both the policy gradient and value functions to out-
put continuous and combinatorial actions, CCM_MADRL provides
better convergence than existing homogeneous MADRL algorithms.

We plan to extend this work to multi-server CCM_MADRL_MEC
where multiple servers cooperate to make combinatorial decisions.
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